Myriad Network v4.0 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://support.psquared.net/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

Important: Please note that there is a maximum limit of 50 inbound connections for downstream Myriad Networks/Myriad Network Masters. Connections from Myriad Network Directors also count towards this total. There is also a maximum limit of 50 Myriad Monitors connecting to EACH split hosted by Myriad Network

v4.0.24

Application Logging:
·	There is a new option at the bottom of the General Options list on the Settings window that allows you to set Myriad Network to store it's Application Execution Logs on the local drive instead of in the normal Myriad Data Location. This is for users who are running from servers where the content is being replicated to another server (e.g. using DFS Replication). Because the Application Logs can get very large on busy Myriad Network systems this file can get very large so replication can then get delayed. By switching to local storage instead this file is no longer stored on the server.

v4.0.23

Myriad OCP "Now Playing":
·	The Start Times of Adverts are now sent to Myriad OCP when the advert break is playing.
·	The Start Times of Cart Groups are now sent to Myriad OCP when the Cart Group starts playing.

v4.0.22

Built to match other Myriad Family v4.0.22 releases.

v4.0.21

Iniitial Release

Changes from Previous Versions:

Main Changes:
·	Can now run up to 12 Splits per instance
·	Each Split can now play 4 Cart Groups simultaneously.
·	Each split has it's own unique Audio Settings making it much easier to configure.
·	New look with much clearer display

Log Playout (Advert Break):
·	You can now play advert breaks back to back.

Networking Changes:
·	You can now control whether Myriad Anywhere can Play/Pause/Cue/Dump Breaks and Cart Groups. These options are separate from the options to control whether connections from other Myriad Network/Myriad Playout computers can carry out Play/Pause etc. actions.

Other Changes:
·	The menu option to "View Network Master Status" has been renamed to "View Network Manager Status" to reduce confusion.
·	Uses new XML based communication protocol to synchronise communication with Myriad Network and Myriad Network Master.

Command Line Options:
·	You can disable the settings menu with /NoSettings
·	You can disable all network connections with /NoNetwork
·	You can disable Log Features with /DisableLog
·	You can disable Cart Group Features with /DisableCartGroups

Audio Engine:
·	Myriad Network v4 uses the Myriad v4 Audio Engine which allows multiple streams to be mixed on the fly to a single output allowing many more splits to be played out from a multichannel sound device. Please note that time Stretch is not available in SMX Mode - Digigrams are recommended for Time Stretch scenarios.

